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2. Third spaces and e-expression 
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4.1. Basic data on politician’s use of Facebook 
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Table 1. Party leader posting strategy during the 10-26 July 2016 
Content Mariano Rajoy Pablo Iglesias 
Overall number of posts 37 36 
Photos or Video included 37 31 
Positive Tone 16 21 
Negative Tone 6 6 
Strategic  12 4 
Thematic 16 28 
Conflictual 8 3 
Informative 23 28 
Mobilising 22 16 
Inviting Engagement 34 20 
Proposing Policy 11 2 
Critical 18 4 
Personalised 7 3 
4.2. Basic structure of comments 
Table 2. User interactivity patterns across Spanish party leader pages 
 Mariano Rajoy  
Root Comment Response to Root Comment Response to second level comment 
491 284 81 
1331 440 841 
 Pablo Iglesias  
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4.3. Tone, civility and complexity of comments 
Table 3. Support/criticism of hosts and opponents on comments on party leader posts  
 Mariano Rajoy Pablo Iglesias 
Support for host/party 360 (36.4%) 867 (25.3%) 
Criticism of host/party 220 (22.2%) 820 (23.9%) 
Support for host + criticism of opponent 153 (15.5%) 275 (8%) 
Criticism of host and support for opponent 12 (1.2%) 22 (0.6%) 
Support opponent only 4 (0.4%) 23 (0.7%) 
Criticise opponent only 29 (2.9%) 313 (9.1%) 
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4.4. Monologue, depth and the structure of dialogic interactions 
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4.5. Proximity and Familiarity 
4.6. Campaign, candidate or social media dynamics 
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5. Discussion and conclusions  
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